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Aristotle pointed out many difficulties in Plato’s theory
of Ideas, including the one that there are Ideas of negation
(Negation Argument), but there should not be; he pointed to
the argument of the ”third man”. As he claimed: ”[T]o say that
they are patterns and the other things share in them is to use
empty words and poetical metaphors” (Met. I, 997b 5–12).
He also complained of his contemporaries that mathematics
”has come to be identical with philosophy”. Next Aristotle
inquired as to how many Ideas can arise from one (One-Many
Argument), as is the case with numbers. With dissatisfaction
and disbelief he accepted the fact that Ideas can be patterns not
only for things, but also for other Ideas (Pattern Argument).

Abstract—This is an outline of a defense of the theory of Ideas.
I propose—using qualitative reasoning in metaphysics—the new
incarnation of the theory of Ideas and I try to defend the theory
against traditional counterarguments. The starting point are the
theories of Ideas of Plato and Ingarden and an ontology of Ideas
proposed by Kaczmarek; these theories are paraphrased—using
a modified method of semantic paraphrases of Ajdukiewicz—
and presented in terms of the basic concepts of category theory.
To paraphrase Ideas as categories I propose recognized category
theory as a pattern for the theory of Ideas. This recognition—
based on an analogy between mathematical structures and philosophical structures—is the core of the qualitative reasoning in
metaphysics. It could also be called a mathematical philosophy or
mathematical modeling in metaphysics. I invoke an arrows-like,
i.e. no-object-oriented, formulation of a category and I base the
proposed theory of Ideas on that formulation. The components
of an Idea are arrows and their compositions (equivalents of
changes and transformations); objects in this approach are
special arrows namely the identity arrows. Using the category
of higher dimensions I introduce the concept of the dimension
of an Idea (and other concepts) which allows me to refute the
argument of the ”third man”.

A. Prior Contemporary Research on Ideas
Philosophy of the twentieth century, especially phenomenology and analytic philosophy, has undertaken the task of
creating new theories of Ideas. Some of the works of Roman
Ingarden (Ingarden, 1925) and Jean Héring (Héring, 1921) on
the one hand, and Kit Fine (Fine, 1995), Edward Zalta (Zalta,
1983) and Janusz Kaczmarek (Kaczmarek, 2008) on the other
hand were devoted, in a certain way, to Ideas.
Ingarden and Kaczmarek’s study of the Ideas most influenced a formulation of the proposed dynamic and structural
theory of Ideas. Ingarden in his Essentiale Fragen partially
modifying the account of Plato and partially rejecting it,
presented a full-fledged theory of Ideas. Ingarden captured the
formal two-sidedness of Ideas and introduced constants and
variables in the content of Ideas. He examined and analyzed
the ontological source of the content of Ideas, that is to say the
pure ideal qualities. In Kaczmarek’s account the ideal objects
were represented by a pair of functions. From the point of
view of the theory of Ideas presented in this note the crucial
point of Kaczmarek’s formalized ontology is that the objects
were represented by functions, not by elements or ingredients.
The ”material” of ideal objects were functions.
A further stimulus of the proposed theory was Thomas
Mormann Theory of Object. Mormann (Mormann, 1997)—
inspired by David Armstrong (Armstrong, 1989) and Brian

I. BACKGROUND
LATO divided reality into what really exists (Forms
or Ideas) and everything else. The first is not easily
perceptible, the second is indeed perceptible and tangible,
but essentially it is not real—it just reflects the first. Plato’s
Ideas were a perfect and ideal realm, they were eternal and
changeless. Things that appear to our senses only participate
in the Ideas, imitate them; Ideas are models for things that
are present in things. The realm of things is variable and
unstable, they arise and perish, Ideas are timeless, constant,
stable, independent and original. One can only learn about
them intellectually. It is beyond a doubt that the Platonic
bifurcation of reality is of fundamental importance to Western
thought. According to A. N. Whitehead: ”The safest general
characterization of the European philosophical tradition is that
it consists of a series of footnotes to Plato” (Whitehead, 1929,
p. 39).
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Skyrms (Skyrms, 1993)—presented an ontology of objects as
functions. More specifically he has created a combinatorial
theory of possible worlds using the concept of mapping. The
possible world in his account is a continuous mapping from the
individuals to the space of properties. As in Kaczmarek’s account the underlying ”mathematical materials” were funtions.1
B. An Outline of the Note
The aim is to defend the theory of Ideas against traditional
counterarguments. The starting point are the theories of Ideas
of Plato and Ingarden and an ontology of Ideas proposed by
Kaczmarek; these theories are paraphrased—using a modified
method of semantic paraphrases of Ajdukiewicz—and presented in terms of the basic concepts of category theory. To
paraphrase Ideas as categories I propose recognized category
theory as a pattern for the theory of Ideas. I invoke an arrowslike, i.e. no-object-oriented, formulation of a category and
I base the proposed theory of Ideas on that formulation.
The components of an Idea are arrows and their compositions (equivalents of changes and transformations); objects
in this approach are special arrows (identity arrows). One
can understand the arrow as it appears in category theory
as a generalized function—in this sense our approach is
the generalization of the above-mentioned Kaczmarek and
Mormann’s study. Using the category of higher dimensions
I introduce the concept of dimension of an Idea (and other
concepts) which allows me to refute the argument of the ”third
man”.
II. M ATHEMATICAL P HILOSOPHY
A. Ajdukiewicz’s Semantic Paraphrase of the Philosophical
Issue as an Example of Qualitative Reasoning in Philosophy
In general we can say that the semantic paraphrase method
is the method of translating traditional philosophical issues
into the language of logic (or metalogic). The method consists
of the following steps cf. (Woleński, 1989):
(i)
the most accurate and clear identification of the
philosophical issues under consideration;
(ii)
selection of a logical theorem having a similar structure to that formulated problem of (i);
(iii) determination of certain compounds (of syntactic, semantic or pragmatic nature) between the expressions
of (i) and the expressions of a logical theorem from
(ii);
(iv) construction of a paraphrase, that is a sentence of a
”isomorphic” structure with a selected logical theorem, i.e. an unambiguous assignment of meanings of
expressions from (i) meanings of expressions from
(ii);
(v)
to validation of the paraphrase by
(va ) phenomenological analysis,
(vb ) meaning postulates, i.e. assigning in an arbitrary manner some meaning to the expres1 Needless

to say that Mormann’s account has nothing to do with Ideas.

sions; by convention, or postulates or some
definitions;
(vi) drawing consequences from the paraphrase;
(vii) evaluation of these consequences from the perspective of the philosophical problem under consideration.
Ajdukiewicz in A Semantical Version of the Problem
of Transcendental Idealism (Ajdukiewicz, 1977, p. 140–
154) analysed the doctrine of transcendental idealism which
amounts to the claim that ”reality is a correlate of the transcedental subject” (see also (Przeł˛ecki, 1990)). This thesis was
translated into the claim that any statement of the language of
science is true if and only if it is ”dictated by the meaningrules of that language”. In fact, from a metalogical point of
view it is obvious that this position is not correct.
The core of Ajdukiewicz’s method is the above-mentioned
translation (or construction of a paraphrase) which must be
preceded by an appropriate recognition of the problem.
B. A Revised Version of Ajdukiewicz’s Method
Ajdukiewicz was a logic-centered philosopher. For this
reason the second step (ii) of his method consists only of
logical theorems. I am elaborating his method by extending
its applicability to the entire field of mathematics—not only
to logic or metalogic.2 Furthermore Ajdukiewicz believed that
we would find similarities between theorems that are in fact
between language expressions. I suggest we focus our attention
on the analogy between the formal structures hidden behind
the problem in question. It is not easy to say what these
underlying formal structures are.3 Indeed the proper answer
to this question requires the general metaphysical theory of
formal structures. Mac Lane puts forward one of the possible
theories of the origins and development of the structures in
his Mathematics: Form and Function (Mac Lane, 1986). Mac
Lane as a philosoper was anti-platonic, nevertheless his ideas
can be used to explain the concept of the structure and the
analogy between the structures even in our platonic approach.
C. Basic Paraphrase: Ideas as Categories
I suggest—thinking qualitatively—that the categories of
category theory correspond to the Ideas. This correspondence
is the (iv) step of the paraphrase method described above.
The Ideas are composed of similar data as the categories and
behave similarly to the categories. In other words, I suggest
that category theory is a good approximation (a model? a
material?) and description of the theory of Ideas.
In order to justify the paraphrase, to satisfy the (v) condition
from Ajdukiewicz’s method, one should say the following:
categories (in terms of category theory) are similar to Ideas
(in terms of philosophy) in many respects; objects are incarnations of Ideas, fall within Ideas, participate in them,
and—mimicking them—are modelled by them in metaphysics.
2 An ontological analysis of the extension carried out using the topological
tools can be found here (Skowron, 2014).
3 In this sense Hilbert spaces in quantum mechanics are the underlying
structures of the quantum world.
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Objects of mathematics, like groups, rings, fields, orders,
proofs and so on, also fall within categories, in the sense
of taking part in them, or are modelled by them4 . Category
theory is a theory of Ideas for mathematical objects. Not
only mathematical objects are involved in categories. An
application of category theory (and also all mathematics) in
modern physics testifies to the fact that categories are in some
way also present in the real world.
Ideas are the categories. Using the ontological analysis of
Ideas carried out by Ingarden (Ingarden, 1925, 1965) one can
say that a constant of the content of Ideas is based upon the
fact that we are talking about this and not another category.
A constant of the group category GRP will therefore be
the fact that its objects are groups and its arrows are the
group homomorphisms. The variable content of the category of
groups GRP is the possibility of concretization of a variety
of groups. The constant of the group category GRP is an
ideal concretization of the possibility of concretization of some
groups and their homomorphisms.
III. T HE M ETAPHYSICAL R ESULT OF Q UALITATIVE
R EASONING
Philosophers such as Plato and Ingarden focused on describing the interior of Ideas. They believed that the essence
of Ideas is hidden inside them. In fact, the opposite is the
case. Ideas are byproducts of change. It is convenient to use
the expression Idea, but the essence of Ideas is that they are
secondary entities with respect to changes and transformations.
That is why one should focus on the relationships between
Ideas.
1) Why All This? The Newly Identified Features of Ideas:
On the basis of paraphrases one can identify the new features
of Ideas:
1) the dynamical structure of Ideas (referring to the arrowsonly definition of a category (Mac Lane, 1998, p. 9));
2) the object of an Idea as the identity transformation
within the Idea;
3) the dimension of Ideas (referring to the n-category
theory (Baez, 1997));
4) the negations and oppositions of Ideas (referring to the
concept of dual category Cop );
5) the start and end of some Ideas (referring to the initial
and terminal objects);
6) the full-fledged structural and, in fact, transcendental
mereology of Ideas (referring to the proposal of updating
mereology by a category theory done by Mormann
(Mormann, 2009));
7) the tangled Ideas (on the basis of the adjoint functors
(Mac Lane, 1998, p. 79–108));
8) the Idea of the Ideas (referring to the category of small
categories);
9) the problem of the spatiality of Ideas (referring to the
geometrical aspects of categories).
4 It is worth mentioning that the Ideas in metaphysics can also fall within
Ideas, not only within real objects. The Idea of man falls within the Idea of
animal.

A. Refutation of the Arguments Against the Theory of Ideas
Using the identified properties of Ideas I can reject the
following arguments:
• the Third Man Argument (by using the dimensions of
Ideas)
• the Negation Argument (by using the opposite category)
• the One-Many Argument (by using the basic properties
of the creation of a new category from an old one)
• the Pattern Argument (following the basic properties of
n-dimensional Ideas)
B. Ideas are Byproducts of Change
The characteristics of a category introduces three types of
entities: objects, arrows and compositions. Categories, however, were introduced in order to define the morphisms (and
morphisms to define a natural transformation), namely to give
them domain and counterdomain (Eilenberg and Mac Lane,
1945, p. 247). The concept of category was therefore an
auxiliary concept. This is expressed in the fact that a category
could be equivalently defined without the concept of object and
using the concept of the arrow and composition (Mac Lane,
1998, p. 9)
On the basis of the paraphrase method, to be more specific
by the condition number (vi), one can claim that an Idea is just
a byproduct of transformations or a pure change. The realm
of Ideas is not as stable and unchangeable as Plato imagined.
In the face of the fact that a structure of the category TOP is
not known in all its details, one can claim that these totalities
of Ideas are complicated and there are no easy and obvious
instruments to comprehend them. The ontological structure of
the realm is a network of mutually influencing and co-creating
Ideas.
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